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This paper discusses the most recent and common erogeneous objects composed of more 
than one material type. Researchers have found the great need for heterogeneous modeling of objects in order to get the 
requi ies of the object material. Eight technologies for modeling heterogeneous objects have been explained and 
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technologies for modeling het

red propert
sed in this review paper. The advantages and disadvantages of each method have been introduced. Two applications of

ogeneous objects were introduced, the heterogeneous turbine blades and the heterogeneous flywheel. Comparison of the
common methods of rapid prototyping has been made in the review.  
has been found that all present heterogeneous modeling technologies have many limitations. So, there it is required to
op an effective heterogeneous modeling technology that takes into consideration both the design geometry and the
ial composition simultaneously. Using wavelets in the mathematical 

elp in finding that perfect technology.  
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   The modeling and
object is  important res an

hed nowadays. Recently, several rapid prototyping 
ologies are at a point where building heterogeneous 
ts became more realizable. Thus, methodologies to 
n the 3D object computer model for free fabrication 
d be developed [1].  

tly, scientists and en
heterogeneous objects, mainly in the 

of composites. This is because of the many 
tages and good properties of heterogeneous products 

the homogeneous object product in many 
cations. But there should be a control for the 
geneity in order to achieve the desired 

ionalities [1]. 

ent development of heec
 new potentials of many applications. That is in 

ogeneous object multiple materials are synthesized 
certain proportions to provide better properties than 
btained from using any of these materials alone. 

any applications, the product object should hav
n properties to be able to resolve its function, like 
resistance and anti-oxidation properties on high 

erature side, mechanical toughness and strength on 
w temperature side, and the effective thermal stress 
tion throughout the material. Such properties cannot 

btained by using single material or homogeneous 

n the other hand, there should be an effective design
ethod, and effective rapid prototyping
lows the designer to take into consideration both the 
esign geometry and the material composition 
multaneously. In the heterogeneous object design, the 
roperties of that object can be adjusted by controlling the 
aterial composition, microstructure and the geometry of 
e object. So, in order to obtain a heterogeneous object
odel for analysis and fabrication, an effective design
ethod is needed. 

ntil recently, pro
om 2D engineering drawings. Of course 

is has many disadvantages, like time-consuming, high 
sts and the less precision in identical products. But 

owadays, using CAM/CAD technologies made 
rototypes are rapidly produced from 3D computer model 
]. This describes how much it is important to improve 
ese technologies. 

he term for describ
arts directly from CAD models in few hours, with little
eed for human intervention, is Rapid prototyping (RP)
]. 

rototyping (RP), or solid free form fabrication (SSF) is 
at it eliminates the high cost of tooling and design
anges or material substitution. This is by allowing rapid 
brication of form and fit models without the need for
oling or extensive machining. Through service bureaus, 
P has become increasingly available to small businesses.
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An approach for directs fabrication of components that can 
be used for a wide range of engineering materials is the 
computer-aided manufacturing [4]. 
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main advantage of the RP is the ability to quickly 
ate the computer aided design (CAD) databases into 
facsimiles of concept designs to help with production 

ing shapes using selective material-additive 
sses has a far-reaching advantage; the creation of 
geneous stru

ure. Fabrication of heterogeneous structure is so 
rtant that it enables the realization of new and 
lex designs. The layered manufacturing (LM) 
sses consist of two-step methodology. The first step 
decompose the 3D CAD model of the object into 

-sectional layers, and the second step is to use 
ial additive processes to physically build up these 

s and form the object (CAM) [5]. 

 are many different technologies of object modeling 
apid prototyping. Each of them has its advantages 
the other technologies and has its lim
s the door still opened for more research in this field. 

paper is mainly talking about the main technologies 
oped for object modeling. The characteristics and 

 are described in section 2. 
on 3 contains two examples of the applications of two 
t technologies. And since the object modeling is the 
step of object manufacturing, this paper is talking 
y, in section 4, about the rapid prototyping 
ologies the second and final step in the 
facturing of an object. Section 5 describes the 
tages and limitations of the modeling and RP 
ologies, the discussion of these advantages and 
tions and the need for new technology and future 

tions of research is in section 6. Finally, the 
usion is stated in section 7. 

r Aided Design Models for

the computer Aided Design models for 
ogeneous objects have passed through:   

y Representation of Polyhedral 
ogeneous Solids 

er of Feito and Torresp
l for the boundary representation (B-Rep) of 
edral heterogeneous solids based on a theoretical 
l of graphic objects. The theoretical model is the 
ic object algebra, with which they managed solid 
ling by enumeration, sweeping and CSG.  

ts and solid models for heterogeneous objects, which 
represented by CSG and B-rep. They described the 
ogeneous general polyhedron, manifold and non-
fold, with and without holes, using the algebra. 
larized operations in the algebra are the 
alization of Boolean regularized operations in solid 

eatment of the most important solid modeling methods. 
his paper had presented a formulation of solid modeling
ased on the concept of graphic algebra. Feito and Torres 
ad defined regularized operations and they proved which
roperties give the algebra of graphic objects a structure of
ector space and Boolean algebra. This helped them so
uch to obtain a simple implementation. In this paper, the
istence of simple objects as a generator system had been

roved, which allowed them to obtain any polyhedral
bject starting from surplices [6]. 

his method presented in this paper is limited to
olyhedral heterogeneous solids, which means it cannot be 
eneralized for all heterogeneous o

.2 Integrating the Material Information Along with 
e Geometry Topology in the Solid Model 

ta (1997) proposed a new approach for 
odeling and representation of heterogeneous objects
is paper they presented an approach to
present heterogeneous objects by integrating the material 
formation along with the geometry topology in the solid
odel. They defined new modeling operations for creating 
d manipulating heterogeneous models and to
mplement traditional modeling operations. More over,
ey addressed the issue of computer representation of 
ese new models [7]. 

y modeling and representing heterogeneous objects, they 
ferred to the creation
ll information about the geometry, topology and
aterial. Which means this paper had taken into
nsideration both the geometry and material information?   

he word ‘geometry’ had been used to refer to both the 
eometry and the topology of the object. But in this paper 
umar and Dutta focused on modeling heterogeneous
bjects by including the variation in composition along
ith the geometry in the solid model. Modeling and 
presenting the microstructure of the heterogeneous 

bjects is a complicated problem and is beyond the scope 
f this paper. 

odel. Firstly, a valid mathematical model has to be
eated which precisely and fully describes the shape of 
e object. Then, the generated mathematical model has to

e stored in the computer unambiguously with minimal
ss of information. 

 this paper, they de
eterogeneous objects. A new mathematical model for
eterogeneous objects was proposed, and a computer 
presentation for the proposed model was developed.  

umar and Dutta had used r-sets as the basis
presenting the geometry of the heterogeneous objects, 
d found that Rn endowed with a vector space structure, 

 a suitable mathematical space for defining the material
mposition, with each dimension representing one 

articular primary material. The appropriate mathematical 
ace to model heterogeneous objects is the product space
 =E3 * Rn. Specifically, the material points are restricted
 lie in a subset of Rn called the material space V. The rm-
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object is defined as the mathematical model for 
representing heterogeneous objects and is termed the 
heterogeneous solid model. The geometry of the object is 
captured by r-sets and the material variation is specified in 
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r-set by material functions.  

he application mentioned in this paper, the 
geneous objects have material variation in only one 
ion, which is across the thickness or the interface 
n, and the commonly used distr
ese objects, is the power law. 

 be clearly seen in this work that new model (rm –
t) for representing heterogeneous objects was 
sed. But the rm –set is not general enough to model 

eneous objects, and hence, a heterogeneous solid 
l, termed as rm –object, was defined as a set of rm –
(Pi, Bi)} which are geometrically interior disjoint 
re minimal. The rm–sets capture different regions of 
bjects whose material can be discrete (constant) or 
ng continuously.  

work came at a time when all current solid modeling 
iques model physical objects by representing their 
etry and topology. Th
e heterogeneous objects because they do not 
citly represent the object interior. On the other hand, 
clude material information of an object this paper 
sed solid modeling schemes for heterogeneous 
ts by expanding beyond geometry/topology 
entation (based on r-sets). 

ar and Dutta had presented another paper in 1997 in 
 they proposed a solid m

 graded objects by extending beyond geometry 
pology representation based on the r-sets, to material 

tion in the object. The computer representation of this 
l was built on the existing B-Rep scheme, which 
 it easy to be adapted in the solid modeling systems.  

ar and Dutta had a third paper in 1997 that has an 
ach to modeling multi-material objects. In this paper 
mathematical model is proposed which extends the 
y of r-sets and regularized Booleans to include the 
ial information besides the topology and the 
etry. This enables the r-set classes to model objects 
 of a finite number of materials. To facilitate the 
on and the manipulations of such models, the 
ial based Boolean operations were defined. 

 be clearly seen that the rm-classes and the m
operations encompas es the earlier theory 

e r-sets and regularized boolean proposed in the 
ous papers. The main advantages of this modeling 
e are that it can be built on top of existing solid 

lers. 

ct Design and Fabrication 

is a paper for SUN Wei (2000),
e CAD modeling system is presented based on non-

fold topological elements. Material identifications are 
ed as design attributes introduced along with 
etric and topological information at the design stage. 
rding to the associated material identifications in the 
oped multi-volume modeling system for 
ogeneous object extended Euler operation and 

 applicable to model homogeneous 
ructure because the features are defined and interpreted
y assuming th

t

efined fabrication processing. Further more, techniques 
sed in most rapid prototyping systems are based on the 
ncept of material addition. The database in STL file
nverted from solid CAD model only contains geometric
formation. Therefore, feature-based design modeling is 

ot suitable for heterogeneous structure fabrication. And
, research on multi-material and multi-attribute CAD 
odeling has become a recent focus. 

his paper presents the salient features of the multi-
olume CAD modeling useful to construct heterogeneous 

aterial information is defined as design attributes and
troduced along with geometric and topological
formation at the design stage. Extended Euler operations 
e used with reasoning Boolean merging and extraction 

peration to manipulate the design information.  

o, future work should focus on developing this approach
 include the formation and construction of a hierarchical
ructure to link feature-based design with non
eometric modeling. Application of the model to solid
ee-form fabrication and developing advanced control
gorithm tailored for the heterogeneous-material 
odeling information will also need to be pursued. 

.4 Modeling and Designing Functionally Grade

omposition Control 

his is a paper for Jackson et. al. (1999), it prese

mposition. Their approach is based on subdividing the
lid model into sub-regions, such that each region has its 
sociated analytic composition blending functions. The

lending functions had been used to define the
mposition throughout the model as mixtures of the 

rimary materials available to the Solid Free Form (SFF) 
achine.  

his paper 
are based on one of the three different 

asses of solid modeling methods: Decomposition 
odels; Constructive Solid Geometry (CSG); or Boundary 
epresentation (B-rep). Each has its merits, but their 
rrent implementations in the CAD/CAM industry do not 
sily permit manufacturing parts with Local Composition
ontrol (LCC). 

with LCC not
presenting all of the relevant information for its 
brication must be established, but also solid modeling 
ethod must go one step further and represent smoothly 

arying compositions. To be able to do this, an FGM solid

bject into simpler sub-regions, each of which references 
formation about the composition variation over its 

omain. This goal had been accomplished by using FGM 
lid modeling method based on a representation known as
e cell-tuple data structure, which had been developed in
prototype form. 
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n the cell-tuple structure, composition information as 
s geometric information is associated with each cell.  
s paper approach, they had simplified the problem by 
ning with models subdivided into tetrahedral meshes, 
itting the use of standard meshing algorithms to 
rt traditional solid models to their cell-tuple 

sentation. However, Jackson et. al. see that their 
od of subdividing the models is not the optimum, and 
ods for efficiently subdivide models into optimal sub-
ns remains an open issue. 

paper opens the door for future work in many 
ble directions in the area of FGM modeling. These 
e implementing a larger libra

design and visualization methods, and establishing 
ent and logical methods for subdividing traditional B-
odels into sub-regions of graded composition. 

 Computational Approach to Multi-Material Solid 
Form Design Using Simulated Annealing 

mputational model using the space-filling technique 
eveloped by Khandelwal and Kesavadas to arrive an 
um way of designing such prototypes. Simu
aling was successfully implemented for this problem, 
 has ill-behaved objective function and non-convex 

n space characteristics. Although the computational 
odology for building such multi-material SFF parts 
een demonstrated successfully in this paper, but the 
are implementation requires more research. 

ltiple Material Objects: from CAD 

nformation about the materials of the objects that the 
 system is used for the design work cannot be 
ed in the contemporary CAD systems. That the 
ction engineer usually supplies this information at 
computer aided manufacturing stage. But this 
gement is inadequate in the rapid prototyping 
iques even it allows multiple material objects to be 
ced. 

e for representing multiple material objects in the 
system. That is multiple material objects could be 
ated in RP machine by building the material tree of 
bject in the CAD system’s data structure, then the 

ation is extracted from material tree, and a modified 
n of the STL file format is outputting to the RP 

ines. 

ling multiple material objects. Their approach 
porates the representing of the material information 
he representing of the geometry and topology of the 
t. The object is decomposed into multiple cells such 
each cell containing one type of material.  

er hand, Chiu and Tan (2000) had proposed an 
ative representation scheme for manipulating 
ple material objects. They used material tree structure 
resent multiple material objects, and so there is no 
to subdivide into multiple cells for storing material 

he modified STL file is a tree structure. By grouping the
cets belonging to the same material boundary together, 
 integer representing the material index of that material

oundary is a
rangement of the groups of facets in the file is according
 the material tree of the object. The number of the facets
ntained in the modified STL is sharply increased
mparing to that of the original file, because as the 
aterial boundary surfaces are added into the geometrical
odel, more facets are formed. 

.7 ‘Source-Based’ Heterogeneous Solid Modeling 

urce’ is proposed in the paper of Siu and Tan (2002

 the ‘source-based’ modeling scheme, the object is 
ting as a container that is used to keep the material 
mposition information. The content of this containe
fected only by the ‘water-tap’, which is termed as the 

rading source. Which means that the geometry of the 
bject itself is not affected by modeling of the material
rading? Hence, the modifications of the material grading 
ch as shifting, deletion and re-assignment can be done 
ithout the rearrangement of the object geometry. 

he field of grading is formed when a grading source is
signed to a reference and the Euclidean space E3

ccupied by the grading source. Material grading occurs in
e intersection between the object and the grading
urces, and according to the material distribution function

d) three grading regions and new defining operators can 
e defined.  

iu and Tan (2002) believed that based on their modeling
heme; ther
mplicated systems for modeling operations between the
ntainers (heterogeneous objects). To give a larger 
odeling flexibility to the system, they should take into
nsiderations a larger variety of ‘grading sources’ and the 
mpromised solutions between the different grading
urces after Boolean operations on the containers. Further 
ore, a modified sliced format which supports material 

istribution function needs to be addressed thoroughly. 

iu and Tan came back again in 2002 to present new pa
iscussing the scheme for modeling the material grading
d structures of heterogeneous objects. In this work they
cused on discussing an enhanced heterogeneous solid
odeling scheme that has the capability to incorporate 
ructure information such as the dimensions and 
rientation of fiber reinforcements within the 
eterogeneous object. On fabrication, a contour 
bdivision algorithm is used to discretize the material 

ariation in each slice of the heterogeneous object.  

paper, a modeling scheme
r heterogeneous objects with structure variation in the

imensions and orientation had been described, but in this 
udy, only 1D orientation variation had been considered.  
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plications of the Computer Aided Design Models 
eterogeneous Objects 

cations of the heterogeneous objects modeling: 

esign of Heterogeneous Turbine Blade 

t 
is paper presents a new approach fo

 design, which ties B-spline representatio
e blade to a physics (diffusion) process.  

mathematical formulation of the approach includes 
 steps: using B-spline to represent the turbine blade, 

ion to generate material com
tion, using finite element method to solve the 
rained diffusion equation. The implementation and 
ple presented to validate the effectiveness of this 
ach for heterogeneous turbine blade design. 

 
eterogeneous Flywheel Modeling and 

is a paper for Huang and Fadel in 20
w to apply

iques to two different kinds of flywheels, the first one 
sting of finite number of distinct materials and the 
 consisting of two or more primary materials with 
nuous volume fraction variation (gradient materials). 
 also developed the corresponding cell-based and 
-function-based multi-objective optimization 
ods. These multi-objective optimization methods can 
tended to the multi-objective optimization design of 
 heterogeneous objects. 

conclusion of this paper, e 
ling methods could be applied successfully in 
ogeneous flywheel modeling. 

ing modeling techniques proposed by Kumar and 
; modeling of heterogeneous objects consisting of a 
 number of distinct uniform materials (HD), and 
ling of heterogeneous objects consisting of two or 
 primary materials with continuous material variation 
. 

odeling methods had been applied successfully 
eterogeneous flywheel modeling applications. 
ared with cell-based approach, the basis-function 
 approach gives more smooth material and stress 
ions and saves computational time. However the cell-

 Rapid Prototyping Techniques 

1 Direct Photo Shaping Solid Free Form Fabrication 

entura et. al. had presented a n

PS). In this technique, the visible digital light projectio

rable ceramic dispersions (ceramic powders in photo-
olymerizable liquid monomers) by flood exposure. 

irect photo shaping is a multiplayer fabrication process
eveloped by SRI International. This process is based on
yer-by-layer photo-curing of polymerizable compo
rable by visible light. 

entura et. al. had proposed many advantages for DPS,
om these advantages: 
• Since each layer is

will get fast build up time, and so we can cure the 
entire profile at onc

• Minimum number of steps that is no post-processing 
after the fabrication of each layer is needed. 

• Low cost. 
• High resolution. 

 
4.2 Solid Free Form Fab
Laser Decomposition 

his is a paper developed by Jakubenas et. al. in 19
s about the Seleclk

ALD) as a gas phase solid free form fabrication
proach to the shaping of materials without part specific 
oling. SALD uses a laser beam to create a localized 

eated zone on a substrate-surrounded by a reactant gas.  

s indicated in this paper, SALD using multiple gas 
recursors presents the potential for controlling bo
mposition and microstructure in a defined shape for a 
ide range of materials. However, the work presented by 
kubenas et. al. does not exhaust the potential of SALD 
r multiple materials deposition. So, there still are many
portant issues to be examined to emphasize additional
pabilities of the process. 

 

ayered Manufacturing 

umar et. al. (1999) focu
eterogeneous objects for fabrication using LM. It is 
sumed that an appropriate build direction (set to be z-

irection) has been chosen.  

imensional Control and the Positional Control. 
imensional control achieves user specified quality in the 
ast build time. The user specifies the surface quality as
e maximum allowably cusp height for the LM model. By

sing one of the following strategies the positional control 
sures the validity of the LM model with respect to the

ominal shape. The first strategy is the ‘excess deposition’,
 which the LM model completely encloses the nominal
lid model (i.e., cusps lie outside requiring the excess 
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5. Selection of the CAD Modeling and the RP 
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th  
2  

s paper, they had described a procedure for adaptive 
g of heterogeneous models to achieve dimensional 
ositional control of the LM part. The dimensional 

ol was achieved
eometry and the material information. The geometry 
s the curvature of the user specified surfaces along 
uild direction, whereas the material information 

s the material variation along the build direction. 

ar et. al. see that layer generation for a heterogeneous 
t is a complicated problem and there are several 
es exist which are dedicated by the positional control  

. They had discussed the appropriate strategies 
ese choices in their paper, and presented an algorithm 
ummarizes the procedure.  

s paper, Kumar et. al. did not consider the material 
tion and the material variation for generating the 
aths. A generic procedure for

eterogeneous layers must consider both the material 
tion and the geometry resolution of the process. 

 Computational Approach to Multi-Material Solid 
Form Fabrication Using Simulated Annealing 

paper is by Khandelwal and Kesavadas, it a novel 
pt for rapidly building SFF parts by inserting 

cated inserts into the fabricated part. To determine 
eal placement of inserts/cores in the CAD model of 
art being prototyped, an algorithm was developed 
 the heuristic optimization technique called Simulated 
aling. 

approach has many advantages, that it will allow 
ners to build m
typing (RP) technique. More over, by using cheaper 
bricates instead of costly photopolymers, the 
ction cost of the SFFs can be reduced, and it will 
 in reduction in the build up time, and so efficient 
ine utilization. 

otyping suggests that the 
the fact is that it is still a very slow and 

cient process, as the authors say. RP is an adaptive 
ique where layer upon layer is built progressively 
the entire part is completed. Build-up time is often 
 function of the geometric complexity of the part, but 
f the volume and height of the part. 

d choice of materials is available. Most of the RP 
iques use photosensitive polymer resins. 

Free Form Fabrication Using 
olithography 

ologies is stereolithography. The basis of the 
lithography is the formation of polymer from a 
sensitive monomer resin when it is subjected to 
iolet light.  
purpose of the paper presented by Lange and 
nani (1994) is to present information on how the SSF 

yer-by-layer solidification of the resin. The cure depth 
epends on three factors, the laser power, beam diameter
d the type of the resin used. 

 
.6 A Comparison of Rapid Prototyping Technologies 

ham and Gault had presented

nown up to that day. Their paper included comments o

ham and Gault (1998) had divided the RP technologies 
to two main categories, that involves the addition of the
aterial and those involves the removal of the m
ruth (1991) had divided the material accretion
chnologies according to the state of the prototype
aterial before part information. Pham and Gault to
clude new technologies had adapted Kruth’s 
assification. In this classification, the material addition 
n be divided into three main categories, according to the 
ate of the prototype material before part information, 
quid, discrete particles and solid sheets. The liquid may 
e solidification of a liquid polymer, solidification of an
ectro-set fluid (ES) or solidification of molten material. 
he solidification of a liquid polymer may be point by
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 a quick guide for selecting RP processes. The selection
 based on many factors, the end use of the part, the part
ze, the accessibility of the features, whether the part is
ollow or not, the accuracy of the part and its strength. 

 
echnologies 

Table 1 shows the main advantages and limitations of 
e most recent CAD modeling techniques, whereas Table

 shows most recent RP technologies, that Pham and Gault
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(1998) had compared the RP technologies up to 1998, and 
summarized their detailed results in tables [3]. 

 

 
Table 1. Comparison of the advantages and the limitations of the most recent CAD modeling technologies 
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Table 2. Comparison of the advantages and the limitations of the most recent RP technologies 
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research is still needed in this field. The perfect technology 
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